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Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-698â€“and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Windows 10

installation and configuration. Designed for experienced IT pros ready to advance their status,

thisÂ Exam RefÂ focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success

at the MCSA level. Â   Focus on the skills measured on the exam:  â€¢ Prepare for and perform

Windows 10 installation â€¢ Configure devices and device drivers â€¢ Perform post-installation

configuration â€¢ Implement Windows in the enterprise â€¢ Configure and support networking,

storage, data access, and usage â€¢ Implement apps â€¢ Configure remote management â€¢

Configure updates, recovery, authorization, authentication, and management tools â€¢ Monitor

Windows Â   This MicrosoftÂ Exam Ref:  â€¢ Organizes its coverage by the â€œSkills measuredâ€•

posted on the exam webpage â€¢ Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you â€¢

Provides exam preparation tips written by top trainers â€¢ Points to in-depth material by topic for

exam candidates needing additional review â€¢ Assumes you are an IT pro looking to validate your

skills in and knowledge of installing and configuring Windows 10 Â 
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Andrew Bettany is a Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP), recognized since 2012 for his

Windows expertise, and author of several publications including Windows exam certification prep

and Microsoft official training materials. A Microsoft Certified Trainer, Andrew has taught many IT



pros a wide range of technical skills in a variety of areas, including Windows client, Server, and

cloud. Andrew enjoys creating and delivering â€œIT Masterclasses,â€• a series of short intensive

technical courses, and is passionate about helping others learn technology. He is a frequent

speaker and proctor at TechEd and Ignite conferences worldwide. In 2011 and 2013, he delivered

classes in earthquake-hit Haiti to help the community rebuild its technology skills. Andrew can be

found onÂ www.itmasterclasses.com, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter. He lives in the countryside

close to the beautiful city of York in Yorkshire in the UK. Â   Andrew Warren has more

thanÂ 30Â years of experience in the IT industry, many of which he has spent teaching and writing.

He has been involved as a subject matter expert in many of the Windows Server 2016 courses and

as the technical lead in many Windows 10 courses. He also has been involved in developing

TechNet sessions about Microsoft Exchange Server. Andrew is based in the United Kingdom, and

lives in rural Somerset where he runs his own IT training and education consultancy.

I just passed the exam with a score of 834 and have already passed the 70-697 exam. There is

some overlap in the material in the 2 exams ( I used William Paneck's book for the 697).The

material is OK, but it doesn't go into much depth, there are a lot of links to MS web pages for more

detailed info. It would be nice if they at least included a website that has all of the links in a clickable

format. The URLs are usually long and a pain to type accurately.Also - no practice questions

included! Paneck's 697 book included an assessment test, practice questions after each chapter,

and 100 practice questions on a website for about the same price as this book. I also thought

Paneck's book prepared me better for the test, although you won't pass the test just by reading

either book.

I don't know if I've just been spoiled by other books while studying for various certs, but this book

has a lot left to be desired. No practice tests. No glossary. Nothing specifying what's really important

for the exam. A lot of "Here's a link go study it." To be fair I haven't take the exam yet, but reading

through it once I have no way to gauge whether I have grasp of what's on the exam. Practice test

questions would go a long way.

It's a good reference for the test. The way it's set up you're basically going through tons of exercises

(ie - work through it at your computer with a purchased or eval copy of Win10). The amount of

material covered is deep and the thought exercises at the end are a nice touch and good review for

the test. I only wish there was more online test prep material form the publisher (a la Sybex) or



something beyond the many, many, many references to "Wanna learn more - got to this TechNet

article".

So since it has links to more information online, it is better to get the electronic version so you can

go to the links and read further. Like I mentioned on the other Windows 10 books, get them all if

your budget allows it so that you have more source material. This one, some people did not like it

but I did think it was worth getting.

Great book. Wish it came with a CD that included a practice test, like these books used to have. But

still very much worth the cost.

Great book that presents the changes and important things new in Win10

Great product.
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